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INTRODUCTION

Bipolar disorder can be seen as a spectrum condition1,2 
and represents a continuum of  mood changes of  different 
severities ranging between full blown mania and unipolar 
depression.3 Bipolar disorder affects about 2% of  the 
population.4 It is the sixth leading cause of  disability 
worldwide.5

Population surveys using structured diagnostic interviews 
and standardized criteria report lifetime prevalence rates to 

be 1.0% for bipolar I disorder, 1.1% for bipolar II disorder, 
and 2.4% for subthreshold bipolar disorders.4 However, it 
was demonstrated recently that this prevalence exceeded 
5%.6,7 This variation in prevalence is explained by the 
long delay of  diagnosis of  bipolar disorder.8 Indeed, these 
patients often had initially a major depressive episode and 
they were wrongly diagnosed as an unipolar depression in 
different proportions going from 30% to 50%.6 The mean 
delay between first onset of  mood symptoms and receiving 
a correct bipolar diagnosis is estimated around 10 years.9-11 
Thus, delayed diagnosis could increase antidepressant-
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induced manic episodes, occur rapid cycling, resistance due 
to anti-depressant drugs and a highest risk of  suicide12,13 and 
also poorer quality of  life, greater functional impairment, 
and increased health-care cost.14-16

Identification of  past history of  hypomania can be 
difficult, as a majority of  patients seek treatment during 
their depressive rather than hypomanic episodes.17 

Hypomania can be particularly difficult to differentiate 
from normal mood. The use of  clinical predictors and 
screening instruments can improve the recognition of  
bipolar disorder18

Aims and objectives
The current study was conducted to identify unrecognized 
bipolar disorder in patients of  major depressive disorder 
taking antidepressants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is a cross-sectional and observational study, conducted 
from May 2018 to April 2019 among outdoor patients of  the 
psychiatry department of  a tertiary care multi-specialty hospital.

Prior approval from the Local Ethics Committee (Institutional 
Review Board) was taken. One hundred and fifty outdoor 
patients evaluated at department of  psychiatry, previously 
detected with major depressive disorder according to DSM-5 
criteria, and currently on anti-depressant treatment was taken 
up in the study. They were then screened for inclusion and 
exclusion criteria. Written informed consent from every 
participant was taken after explaining the purpose of  the 
study. Anonymity and confidentiality of  participants were 
maintained. Interview was taken in participant’s vernacular 
language (Gujarati) or Hindi or English.

Every patient’s responses were recorded in a proforma 
containing details of  demographic variables such as 
participant’s initials, age, gender, religion, residence, 
occupation, gross family income, marital status, education, 
stressor before start of  illness, previous attempt of  suicide, 
and family history of  psychiatric illnesses were included in 
the proforma. The mood disorder questionnaire (MDQ) 
and Hamilton depression rating scale (HAM-D) were 
applied on patients followed by clinical interview according 
to DSM-5 criteria to confirm diagnosis.

Scales used
The MDQ
The MDQ is a self-report screening inventory for Bipolar 
Spectrum Disorder (which includes Bipolar I, Bipolar II, 
and Bipolar NOS). The MDQ is a screening instrument 
and not a diagnostic tool. MDQ having sensitivity of  73% 
and specificity of  90% in an outpatient psychiatric sample.19

The MDQ consists of  15 questions and takes about 
5 min to complete. The first 13 questions about possible 
symptoms are answered either “yes” or “no.” Additional 
questions are about cooccurrence of  symptoms during 
the same period of  time (yes/no question) and about the 
severity of  functional impairment caused by the symptoms 
on a 4-point scale.

Positive Screen: All three of  the following criteria must 
be met:
Question 1: Seven out of  13 positive (yes) responses
Question 2: Positive (yes) response
Question 3: “Moderate” or “Serious” response

The original questionnaires were translated into Gujarati 
language by committee approach. In the present study, the 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the Gujarati translated 
version of  MDQ was 0.736.

HAM-D
The questionnaire is designed for adults and is used 
to rate the severity of  their depression, containing 21 
questionnaire items with score ranging from 0=not present 
to 4=severe. First, 17 questions are used for rating severity 
of  depression. It has sensitivityof  86.4% and specificity 
of  92.2%20 0–7=no depression, 8–13=mild depression, 
14–18=moderate depression, 19–22=Severe depression, 
and >23=Very severe depression

Statistical analysis was done. Qualitative data variables were 
expressed by using Frequency and Percentage. Chi-square 
test/Fisher’s exact test was used to find the association 
between 2 qualitative data variables. Quantitative data 
variables were expressed using Mean and Standard Deviation. 
Mann–Whitney test was used to find the significant 
difference between mean score with in two independent 
groups. Frequency estimates were determined with 95% 
confidence intervals. All statistical analyses were two-sided, 
and a probability level of  <0.05 was established as statistically 
significant.

Inclusion criteria
The following criteria were included in the study:
1. Age >18years
2. Patients who were willing to give informed consent.
3. Patients of  major depressive disorder taking 

antidepressants.(Diagnosed according to DSM 5)

Exclusion criteria
The following criteria were excluded from the study:
1. Patients who were not ready to give informed consent
2. Patients of  Major depressive disorder with comorbid 

psychiatric disorders
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3. Patients having substance abuse except tobacco.
4. Known patient of  bipolar spectrum disorder, having 

known history of  mania and hypomania
5. Patients stopped taking the antidepressants because 

antidepressants were not being prescribed for depression 
or they were not currently suffering from depression.

RESULTS

In this study, recruited patients’ age range from 21 to 
75 years with mean age is 46.33±11.93 years. Among them, 
61% were female and 39% were male. About 6.67% (10 
out of  150) patients screened positive on MDQ.

Group comparisons regarding MDQ-positive and negative 
with various demographic variables are shown in Table 1, 

among them unemployment, unmarried, presence of  
previous suicide attempt, duration of  depression, and age 
at onset of  depression have statistical significant difference 
between MDQ-positive and negative group.

MDQ individual component comparison and interpretation 
are shown in Table 2. It showsthat all 17items of  the MDQ 
were significantly associated with screening positive for 
bipolar disorder (P<0.001). History of  blood relative 
having bipolar disorder was more common in MDQ-
positive patient compared to MDQ-negative patient and 
statistically significant. No statistical significant difference 
between mood disorder-positive and negative patient for 
question asking “health professional ever told you have 
bipolar disorder” with majority answering “no” in both 
group. Suggesting need of  MDQ like scale for screening 
of  bipolar mood disorder.

Table 1: Comparison of demographic variables and other factors related to depression between 
MDQ-positive and negative group
Demographic Variables Total (n=150) Mood disorder questioners P value

Positive (n=10) Negative (n=140)
Age (Mean years) 46.33±11.93 40±7.53 46.79±12.08 0.0834*
Gender

Male 59 5 54 0.5156┼

Female 91 5 86
Religion

Hindu 126 9 117 1.0000┼

Muslim 24 1 23
Residence

Rural 32 3 29 0.3761╪

Town 41 4 37
Urban 77 3 74

Occupation
Unemployed 73 1 72 0.0362╪

Labor 55 5 50
Semi-Professional 17 3 14
Professional 5 1 4

Gross family income (Rupees)
≤7000 88 3 85 0.0930┼

>7000 62 7 55
Marital status

Unmarried 6 2 4 0.0261╪

Married 118 7 111
Divorced/Widow/Separated 26 1 25

Education
Illiterate 39 2 37 0.8737╪

School (primary/secondary) 100 7 93
College (Graduate/postgraduate) 11 1 10

Stressor before start of illness
Yes 108 6 102 0.4672┼

No 42 4 38
Previous suicide attempt

Yes 36 6 30 0.0130┼

No 114 4 110
Family history of psychiatric illness

Yes 30 2 28 1.0000┼

No 120 8 112
Depression duration (years) 6.17±5.35 9.0±5.27 5.97±5.32 0.0478*
Age at onset of depression (years) 40.19±12.58 31.00±5.70 40.85±12.69 0.0109*

*Mann–Whitney test, ┼Fisher's Exact test, ╪Chi‑squared test
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Table 2: MDQ individual component comparison and interpretation
QUESTION Symptom Total n=150 (100%) MDQ +ve n=10(%) MDQ –ve n=140(%) P value*
a. Felt so good or hyper Present 6 (4) 5 1 <0.001

Absent 144 (96) 5 139
b. Were so irritable Present 45 (30) 9 36 <0.001

Absent 105 (70) 1 104
c. Felt more self‑confident Present 11 (7.33) 7 4 <0.001

Absent 139 (92.67) 3 136
d. Got much less sleep Present 14 (9.33) 9 5 <0.001

Absent 136 (90.67) 1 135
e. Were more talkative Present 26 (17.33) 7 19 0.002

Absent 124 (82.67) 3 121
f. Had racing thoughts Present 31 (20.67) 10 21 <0.001

Absent 119 (79.33) 0 119
g. Were so easily distracted Present 13 (8.67) 7 6 <0.001

Absent 137 (91.33) 3 134
h. Had more energy Present 10 (6.67) 8 2 <0.001

Absent 140 (93.33) 2 138
i. Were more active Present 10 (6.67) 5 5 <0.001

Absent 140 (93.33) 5 135
j. Were more social Present 10 (6.67) 7 3 <0.001

Absent 140 (93.33) 3 137
k. Were more interested in sex Present 5 (3.33) 4 1 <0.001

Absent 145 (96.67) 6 139
l. Did unusual things Present 7 (4.67) 6 1 <0.001

Absent 143 (95.33) 4 139
m. Spent more money Present 5 (3.33) 4 1 <0.001

Absent 145 (96.67) 6 139
Concurrent symptoms Present 19 (12.67) 10 9 <0.001

Absent 131 (87.33) 0 131
a. to m. Causing moderate/
serious problem

Yes 11 (7.33) 10 1 <0.001
No 139 (92.67) 0 139

Blood relatives having bipolar 
disorder

Yes 5 (3.33) 2 3 0.0361
No 145 (96.67) 8 137

Health professional told you 
have bipolar disorder

Yes 1 (0.67) 1 0 0.0667
No 149 (99.33) 9 140

*Fisher's exact test

Table 3: Comparing HAM-D score between 
MDQ-positive and negative group
HAM-D SCORE MDQ 

Positive 
n=10

MDQ 
Negative 

n=140

P value

Normal (0–7) 5 83 0.6002*
Mild depression (8–13) 3 32
Moderate depression (14–18) 1 12
Severe depression (19–22) 0 8
Very severe depression(≥23) 1 5
Mean±SD 10.1±8.95 7.22±6.92 0.2549┼

*Chi‑Squared Test for Trend, ┼ Mann–Whitney test

No statistically significance difference in severity of  
depression or means score of  Hamilton depression rating 
scale (HAMD) between MDQ positive and negative 
patients is shown in Table 3.

DISCUSSION

Our study found 6.67% (10 out of  150) patients of  major 
depressive disorder taking antidepressant screened positive 
on MDQ which is consistent with some earlier study. Daniel 
J. Smith, Emily Griffiths et al., study found that between 
3.3 and 21.6% of  primary care patients with unipolar 
depression may have an undiagnosed bipolar disorder.21 
A study by Tom Hughes et al., found that the prevalence 
of  unrecognized bipolar disorder was 7.3% among UK 
primary care patients prescribed antidepressants. Adjusting 
for differences between the sample and a national database 
gives a prevalence of  10.0%.22 Kamat et al., in his study 
found that 6.9% among patients with major depressive 
disorder in a commercially insured population screened 
positive for bipolar disorder on MDQ.23 Our study 

found no statistically significant mean age(Mean age in 
years 40±7.53 in MDQ positive), gender, and education 
difference between the groups. MDQ-positive subjects 
were less likely to be married (P=0.0261). MDQ-negative 
subjects were less likely to be employed in our study, 
MDQ-positive subjects were more likely from labor and 
semi-professional group (P=0.0362).

Furthermore, consistent with the previous study by Oneib 
Bouchra et al., Shabani et a l., and many other, we found 
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that the previous suicide attempt(P=0.0130) is more 
likely to present in MDQ positive compare to negative 
patient.24-28 Consistent with the previous study by John 
et al., Benazzi, and many others, family history of  bipolar 
disorder(P=0.0361)28,29 is more likely to present in MDQ-
positive compare to negative patient. We found early age 
at onset of  depression(P=0.0109) and have long duration 
of  depression that is more common(P=0.0478) in MDQ-
positive compare to negative patients which is consistent 
with Oneib Bouchra et al., study24. Our study found that out 
of  those screened positive, 90% (9/10) had never received 
diagnosis of  bipolar disorder, which is also interpreted in 
Robert et al.30

In our study over all patients (both MDQ-positive 
and negative), more common symptoms reported are 
irritability (30%) followed by racing thoughts (20.67%) 
and talkativeness (17.33%) whereas increase interest in 
sex (3.33%) and excessive money spending (3.33%) are 
reported less on MDQ. In Robert et al., study, endorsement 
of  symptoms in entire sample (n=649) found that easy 
distractibility (68.4%), irritability (62.9%), and racing 
thought (61.5%) are more common whereas becoming 
more social (19.8%) and increase interest in sex (24.8%) are 
reported less.30 No statistical significant difference found 
for mean HAMD score or severity of  depression between 
MDQ-positive and negative group in our study.

Limitations of the study
1. Small sample size
2. Being a cross sectional study, cause – effect relationship 

cannot be established with this study.
3. Other entities of  soft bipolarity (e.g., atypical 

depression etc.) are not included in the study.
4. We selected patients with psychiatric indices known to 

be associated with bipolar disorder. Therefore, this data 
cannot infer risk of  bipolarity in the general primary 
care patient.

5. The percentage of  antidepressant related mood 
switching cannot be identified.

6. Patients are more likely to fail to remember past 
episodes of  hypomania and collateral history was 
rarely obtained from an informant who may have 
remembered past episodes of  hypomania.

CONCLUSION

About 6.67% of  tertiary care patients with major depressive 
disorder on antidepressant treatment screened positive 
for bipolar disorder on MDQ. The diagnosis is confirmed 
by clinical interview taken according to DSM-5 criteria 
for bipolar disorder.The MDQ screened positive for 
bipolar disorder was associated with the earliest age onset 
of  depressive episode and long lifetime duration of  

depression, more suicide attempts and higher family history 
of  bipolar disorder than MDQ screened negative. These 
factors should be taken into account when we screenfor 
bipolar disorder.Further studies evaluating the efficacy of  
screening approach to identify patients who could benefit 
from appropriate diagnosis and timely intervention are 
warranted.
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